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The History Channel airs the six-episode season finale of The Curse of Civil War Gold at 10 p.m. April 10, 2018. The
show has a big Michigan MUSKEGON, MI -- A Civil War mystery and treasure hunt with Muskegon at its center was
the focus of The Curse of Civil War Gold on History. Historys newest unscripted series is off to a golden start. The
A&E Networks-owned cable nets premiere of The Curse of Civil War Gold on - 31 sec - Uploaded by HISTORY
CanadaThe Curse of Oak Islands treasure hunters Rick and Marty Lagina have been approached by The History
Channel airs the six-episode season finale of The Curse of Civil War Gold at 10 p.m. April 10, 2018. The show has a big
Michigan For decades, Civil War buffs and assorted fortune seekers have combed northwestern Pennsylvania, looking
for a Union shipment of gold that With Union troops closing in on the Confederate capital of Richmond, Virginia, in
early April 1865, President Jefferson Davis and the rest of his The Curse of Civil War Gold premieres at 10 p.m.
Tuesday, March 6. Dozens of FBI agents have descended on a Pennsylvania forest where Civil War gold may have
been hidden 155 years ago. Local lore has it that a Civil War gold shipment was lost or hidden during the 1863 Battle of
Gettysburg. Next week the History channel premieres Confederate Gold featuring treasure hunters Rick and Marty
Lagina (The Curse of Oak Island) The gold rush at sleepy Dents Run, Pennsylvania, was triggered by a mysterious FBI
dig in the nearby forest last week. - 41 sec - Uploaded by HISTORYMarty Lagina, of HISTORYs #1 series The Curse
of Oak Island, has been approached by - 2 min - Uploaded by DAHBOO77Its the stuff of legend: A wagon from the
Union Army supposedly lost a huge cache of gold Legend has it that in 1863, just before the outbreak of the Battle of
Gettysburg, the Union Army dispatched a wagon train filled with gold that I am sure there are mysteries surrounding
every War, but the disappearance of the Confederate Treasury is a most interesting conundrum. Government agents and
treasure hunters are in Dents Run, Pennsylvania, where a legendary cache of 50 gold bars worth up to $54 million
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